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DESCRIPTION OF THE SHIP AND
APPLIANCESUSED FOR SCIENTIFIC EXPLORATION

EV

G. F. TYDEMAN.

W i t h 3 pla tes a n ct i Il u s t rat ion s.

H. M. twin-screw Gun-boat "Siboga", of the Dutch East India Military Marine Service

was built in 1897 by the Netherland Ship-building Company at Amsterdam.

The vessel is of steel, has twin screws, bilge-keels, steam-capstan, steam-steering-gear,

electric light and search-light, two triple-expansion engines, two cylindrical boilers fitted with

forced draught and one auxiliary boiler .

The principal dimensions are:

Length.

Extreme width

Average draught when full loaded

Displacement at above draught.

50.60 metres

9-4° "
3·3°8 "
81o tons.

The armament consists of :

2 Krupp guns of 10.5 centimetres (1 fore and 1 aft) . .

4 quick-firing guns of 3·7 centimetres.

2 revolving " ,,3.7 "
The engines were designed for 1100 1. H. P. collectively, but developed on the tri~.1

trip 1395 1.H.P., at 219.6 revolutions; the speed attained was 13.8 knots with a coal-con

sumption of I.108 kilograms per 1. H. P. per hour. With 201 1. H. P. and 120 revolutions a

speed of 8.34 knots was attained.
One of the longboats is a steamlaunch 7.62 metres {25 ft.) long.
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After the launch III 1898, and while the building was being completed the ship was

ordered to join the deep-sea expedition in the East-Indian Archipelago conducted by Prof.

Dr. MAX WEBER. It was therefore equipped with appliances and machinery necessary for' this

purpose. This work was executed at the Government dockyard in Amsterdam under the super

vision of Professor WEBER and with th e co-operation of th e commander and th e Naval Architect

J. YAN DER STRUIJF , who had superintended th e building of the ship from th e beginning.

The principal appliances used in the deep-sea exploration are illustrated on Plate I-, III

and in the follo wing figures.

For the manipulation of the heavier nets, (tra wls, dredges and vertical nets) a steel wire

l'ope was used 10000 metres long , wound on a reel, situated between decks forward. This

cable or dredge-rope consisted of two lengths co upl ed together by a plate joint.

The inner-length of 4000 metres , was 12 millimetres in diameter, the outer-Iength of

6000 metres, had a diarneter of 10 millimetres. On arrival in the East-Indies another 6000 metres

of l'ope of 10 millim etres were taken on board as reserve, while for th e fishing with closing

nets etc. 200 0 metres of rape of 8 millim etres and 200 0 metres of 6 mil1imetres were added.

These wire l'opes were supplied by TH. and ';'/ ~I. ' S MITH of Newcastle uponTyne and

Hamburg. Theil' weights and breaking stra ins were respectively :

Diamcter of l'ope. weigh t pel' metre . Breaking stra in ,

12 millimetres. 0 . 5 2 kilograms. 70 0 0 kilograms.
10

" 0.3 8
" 4 8 0 0

"8
"

0 .2 8
" 3 0 0 0

"6
"

0 .14
"

1600
"

The l'opes were of exc ellent quality. No breakages occurred either III trawling or in

dredging, except such as resulted from twisting when paying out, in consequence of which

pie ces had occasionally to be eut off, the total loss during the vo yage amounting to 800

metres . Besicles this, 200 metres were lost wh en weighing anchor at the Lucipara-islands, and

the 10 millimetres rape had to be eut in on e place on account of the sna pping of a strand i ,

the two ends were splicec1 together again.

The lead of th e dr edge-rope C (Plate I-III) as c1ecid ed upon after some alterations had

been made, was for th e lowering of th e nets as follows:

From ' reel V situated between decks forw ard , it passed through th e blocks d and c' with a

few turns round starboard fricti on stoppe r 11:1 ta th e deck; th en round another friction-stopper L, on

to the odometer b, from there over th e stee l-blocks a, a , a, from th e top of the boom B overboard.

For winding in th e dredge-rope the stea rn-caps tan ]( was used, the chain groove of

which was ternporarily fitted with a circula r rim of stl'ong wooden blocks protected with gun

metal clamps.

The diarneter of this nm was 0.93 metres, or about twice the size of the top of the

capstan . The abject of this contrivance being to obtain the advantage of the greater circurn

ference, and to secure a lower position for th e c1redge-rope on the capstan.

Later on another similar arrangement of blocks was made more suitable for very great

depths, having a reduced diameter of 0 .59 metres.
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T 0 enable the rope to be taken 5 turns round the capstan it

had to be temporary gripped by the steel-stopper N which was fixed

to the boom; when winding in, the rope was led by a snatch block c.

The. dredge-rope was wound on the reel by means of an

electromotor U, cou pied by a leather be lt.

The wooden boom D, 20 centimetres in diameter, was attached

to the fore mast and provided with stays. It was slun g by a steel

wire rope f-I, 27 millimetres in diameter, led through a block about

on a level with the fore-yard. The 10\Ver end of this l'ope was spliced

on to the upper part of the accurnulator .A, the 10\Ver end of which

was bolted to th e deck. By means of thi s contrivance sud den shocks

and strains of the dr edge-rope and th e boom were avoided .

The accumulator (F ig 1) consisted of 6 pairs of steel spiral

springs, having a co rnbine d length of 3 .0 0 metres. Each pair consisted

of a heavy exte rnal spring with a lighter spring of smaller dimensions

inside. The whole was constructed for a maxi

mum load of 10000 kilograms. At thi s load

the compression was ca1culated to be about

one metre.

The amount of compression on the

accumulat or en abled the person on th e bridge

who conducted the dredging operation , to judge

roughly the mornentary tension of th e dr edge

rope. A more accurate test however was

furnished by the hydraulic dynamomet er D

of a well-known type, constructed for loads up

to 10000 kilograms, and attached to th e star

board an chor-chain bitt F by mean s of the

steelwire-strop E of 27 millim etres diam etcr.

Since th e two leads of th e dr edge-rope

during th e winding-in formed an an gle of ab out

60°, round th e sheave of the block , attached

to the dynamornet er , the actual pull of the

dred ge-rope was in round figures 0 .6 times

that, indicated on the dynamomet er.

The block was slung from the fore

castle-deck to prevent the dynamometer falling

on the deck. The foremast was supported by
Fig. 2 .

two stays I. Steel black. Scnle : 1/ 5,

The sheaveblocks (Fig. 2) over which the dredge-rope passed

were of iron with brassbushed sheave and steel pin, the groove
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in the sheaves were 40 mm. wide to allow the couplings and splices ta pass freely. The blocks

at the lower end of the boom, as weIl as that of the dynamometer, and the snatch block d

(Plate "1) were provided with wrought iron-sling by which they where held up.

The construction of the odometer b (Plates I and II) was similar to that of the blocks

but with fixed spindle. Originally it had a circumference of about 0.83 metre, but gradually

this wore down to 0.80 metre. It was fitted in a cast iron bracket on a portable wooden block.

In one of the ends of the spindle there was a square hole to take the driving spindle of a

•
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Fi g. 3. Frictional stopper. Scale: Ils.

revolution counter and by this means the amount of rape, that was paid out, was registered.

It was necessary to make the stand of the odometer movable, in order to comply with the
varying position of the line.

The frictional stopper L (Plates I and II and Fig." 3) fitted at Surabaja in October 1899,

consisted of a gunmetal cylinder supported on two brackets and pravided with a double steel

friction brake regulated by a lever and adjusting screws. The rope was taken five times round

the cylinder. The chainstopper M (Plate 1) was of the ordinary Harfieldtype with adjustable friction
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gear. The rope was taken three times round this stopper which was lined out with brass plated

wooden chocks. In order to fix this stopper the starboard anchor chain had to be removed.

The reel for hauling in the dredge-rope, (Fig. 4) weighed about 2000 kilograms, and

was constructed by the Maschinen

fabriks-Actien-Gesellschaft Vul

kan of Vienna. It was originally

provided with an automaticwinder,

but as this deviee did not work

satisfactorily it was removed. It

was driven byan electromotor of 5

horsepower, supplied by the Elec

trotechnic Industry lte1. Slikker

veer Holland, constructed for a

current of 80 volts and a variabel

speed between 300 and 600

revolutions. By means of worm

gearing of a ratio of one to

thirty an intermediate shaft was

driven, that carried a belt pully,

from this the power was transmitted

by belt to the first shaft of the reel,

the belt could be easely removed when

not in use. The motor was weIl raised

above the deck to guard against getting

wet. The starting resistance was fixed

-,
-,

Fig. 4. Reel for dredge-rope. Scale: 1/20,
Fig. 5. Stopper for dredge-rope. Scale: 1/3,

overhead to the deck above. The dredge-rope 10000 metres long, was wound on the drum at

Amsterdam, in order that the efficiency of the electromotor and of the reel might be tested

together.
The dredge-rope stopper (Fig. 5) consisted of a hollow iron cone provided with two lugs

,~- .
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Fig. 6. Open stopper for dredge-rope. Scale : '13 .

o

1,
1
1,
1
1

by which it was attached to the boom. The wire which always passed through this stopper was

held fast between two halfround wedges, provided with a groove in the centre to catch the rope.

Another similar stopper was made afterwards at Surabaja, to be ready for use in case

of necessity , the only difference between the two being that this latter stopper had an opening

in the outer cone through which the rope could be taken out (Fig. 6).

Both these stoppers have answered their purpose weIl.

For the deep-sea-soundings use was made of a L e Blanc-sounding machine R (Plates II

and III), the property of the Govern

ment, but lent to the scientific expe

dition. At Amsterdam this apparatus

wa s placed in position on the port side

of the commanders bridge, and conse

quently the quick-firing gun of 3· 7

centimetres stationed there, had to be

temporarily removed. The steam and

exhaust pipe were connected to those

of the steam steering gear. O\Ving to

the violent vibration caused by the

single cylinder engine of the Le Blanc

apparatus the bridge had to be stiffened.

F or the manipulation of the sounding

leads , the therrnometers, etc., a davit

was rigged up on the portside of the

bridge and underneath the bridge outside, a platforrn T (Plate III) was placed.

For shallower soundings there was on board, in addition to the ordinary leads and

sounding lines of various dimensions, a small Lucas-sounding machine 5 (Plate III), also belonging

to the Government. This was fastened on th e extrerne end of a loose board so as to be used

wherever it was needed. Its ordinary position during the expedition was on the bridge railing

on the starboard side. Six tons of cast iron ballast for sounding purposes was stored in the

steering room, a portion of which was partitioned off for this purpose by strong boarding.

With the few exceptions mentioned, ail the arrangements were cornpleted at Amsterdam,

for the greater part after th e ship had been commissioned on Novernber r , 1899. A number

of goods belonging to th e equipment of the expedition were als o taken on board there , such

as nets, with th eir iron fittings, a table sieve e (Pla te II ), zo ëlogical reservoirs, th in steel ropes,

sounding wires, therrnometers, water buckets, and other instruments, books, chemicals, etc.

The further fitting out of the ship for the use of the expedition was done at the Government

dockyard at Surabaja, between F ebruary 13, and March 7. 1t consisted in first removing

everything belonging to the armament of the ship, including guns, portable arms and ammunition,

leaving but a dozen Beaumont rifles with cartridges, the private guns of the officers and a few

sporting guns with ammunition. The electric search light, the long boat and several other

superfluous inventories were also left behind. The goods which were sent out to the expedition
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by steamer from Holland, were taken on board here. Amongst other things there was a large

consignment of alcohol and the reserve steel rope, 6000 metres long, of 10 millimetres in diameter.

The engineers' quarters were divided into two cornpartments, the one for the commander,

the other for the chief engi~eer. The commander rooms were placed at the disposaI of Prof.

and Mrs. WEBER. The commander had one of the officers' cabins the remainino five beinz, b b

occupied by the two lieutenants, the two zoologists, and the doctor. The two assistant engineers

and the draughtsman were quartered in the petty-officers' cabins forward. The three chief stokers

had a place assigned to them in the crew's quarters.

The forecastle accommodation, originally intended for the native sailors was on this voyage

converted into a laboratory, and the necessary reservoirs, instruments, books and chemicals were

stored there. The table sieve was fixed starboard. The artillery store room was set aside for

the storing of the bacteriological instruments, etc., while the breadstore was made into a dackroom

for photography. The sounding wire was wound on the drums of the sounding machines. In the

companion way where the JO. 5 centimetres gun usually stands, a table was placed for domestic

use. The food was stored wherever room could be found. The nets were also put in working order.

After docking, the ship was ready to start on the th of March. During the expedition

the crew was to consist almost exclusively of natives and this change took place on F ebruary 21.

REMARKS ON THE NAVIGATION.

Considering the comparatively smal] number of officers, engineers and men on board,

and the fact that in many parts of the projected voyage there would be neither occasion nor

opportunity for long night sailings, and also with a view to the advantage of determining the

position of the ship by astronomical observations as well as by soundings, so as to obtain the

necessary particulars for the correction of the charts, it was thought advisable, as a general

rule, to work only in the daytime and to lie at anchor at night.

Owing to the short duration of the twilight, and the absence of buoys and coast lights

in most of the visitec1 waters, the operations were reglllated in such a manner as to insure

our reaching the proposed place of anchorage before sun set. Occasionally when in open water

and at a moderate depth, we used the stream anchor ; at other times when the depth was too

great the engines were stopped at night after the place fixed upon for taking soundings was

reached, and the ship was allowed to drift. In the latter case a watch was set by the Lucas

machine of which froml 00 to 200 fathoms were paid out, in order that due warning might

be given in the event of drifting into shallows.
With regard to the astronomical observations for determining the ships position we refer

to what is stated on that head in the chapter describing the hydrographical results.

At daybreak, after sailing or drifting all night, when we had taken our bearings we

started the engines, if necessary, to reach the point decided upon for taking a sounding.
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If more than one day was spent at a place of anchorage the steam launch was generally

made use of, and after finishing the scientific operations it was often used for hydrographical

work. For both these purposes native vessels, caI1ed sampans, were often utilised. These were

purchased on the voyage.
As might be expected 111 this part of the archipelago it happened occasionalIy that there

was no anchorage at the place where we had decided to stop, at least not anchorage in the

usual sense of the word. The voyage was then either continued, as for instance after touching

the Widi-group to the east of Halmaheira, or else we continued to drift, as we did when near

the island of Kabia (Baars island), in the western part of the Banda Sea.

Sometimes the chief of the expedition thought it advisable in the interest of the work to

make a somewhat prolongecl stay at a place of great depth in which case the anchor was attached

to the dredgerope. Thus, for instance, we spent three days from Novernber 1 to 3 on the westcoast

of the island Binongka with 500 metres of rope let out, the anchor lying in coralsand at a depth

of 278 metres, the distance to the nearest coastreef being about 400 metres. In the same way

we stayed on the south sicle of the Lucipara group in the Banda Sea, from November 8 to II,

with 1000 metres of rope let out, the anchor lying in stony grouncl about 1500 metres from

the nearest reef. At this place whirlpools were formecl with every change of the tide. It was

probably owing to these whirlpools ancl to the rocky nature of the sea bottom, possibly also

owing to some extent to the heavy ballast with which the rope had to be weighted at a certain

distance from the anchor, that we were unable to free the rope from the bottom and so,

unfortunately, lost the anchor and a piece of the rope.

On th ese occasions or when the ship was drifting, the officers as a matter of course took

their turn in the night watch and steam was kept up. F ortunately for the expedition when we were

sailing in parts of the Archipelago where the west monsoon prevailed or was due, this wet season

passed over quietly.

The average speed of the ship was fixed at 7 or 8 knots per hour, thus enabling us

to economise coal and not unduly tax the native stokers. As far as could possibly be arranged

one engine only was used while the dredging was in progress.

---~----

REMARKS RELATING TO THE APPLIANCES AND

IMPLEMEKTS FOR DEEP-SEA EXPLORATION AND THEIR MANIPULATION.

The best works on sounding and dredging were consuIted, particularly those of TANNER 1)
and SIGSBEE 2). As the nets, thermometers etc. in use were similar in almost every respect to

those now generalIy used in deep-sea exploration, we may take it for granted that the working_.. .

of them is understood, and the foI1owing remarks therefore refer chiefly to the peculiar conditions

1) Z. S. TANNER. Deep-sea Exploration. Bull. U. S. Fish-Commission. XVI. 1897.
2) CHARLES D. SIGSBEE. On deep-sea sounding and dredging. Washington, 1880.
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of .the East-Indian Archipelago, as regards sounding and dredging, and to the working of such

instruments as have only lately come into use or of which little is known as yet,

The working of the appliances for the paying out, 'dredg ing and hauling in of the bottom

.nets is sufficiently explained in the description of the Plates I, II and III. Experience has taught

us that for th e successful working of the nets it is not safe to tru st to the ordinary ship's fittings

.and geaI', unless they have praved by practical trial beforehancl that they are suitable for the

purpose intended. For instance we decided to dispense with a specia lly constructed stea mwindlass

with stoppers on account of the very limited space on deck. Had we however foreseen the

trouble caused afterwards by the use of the existing capstan and stoppers this objection would

scarcely have been taken into consideration .

F or one thing it was a most difficult matter to regulate th e speed of the dredge-rape,

when paying out i and when hauling in the speed was not as qui ck as we had expected. Sometimes

it ran .out much faster thau anticipated , at oth er times, with very deep soundings, the strain

put upon the capsta n threatened to be too much for il. The l'opes, winches, electromotor, and

other instruments gave every satisfaction , and in many cas es wc succeeded in ove rcoming the

difficulties just mentioned.

The difficulties due to the peculiar conditions of th e East-Indian Archipelago as compared

with those experienced in the open ocean, ar e the following. In the A rchipelag o the bottom

of the sea presents as much variety in levels as th e dry land , and this explains how it

is / that the depth at which th e net reaches the bottom, sometimes varies so much from

the depth indi cated by the sounding line . It is therefore of th e utm ost importance that the

net should reach the bottom as near as possible to the place where the sounc1ing was made.

Before beginning to dredge we had carefully to note the effect of currents and winds upon

the motion of the ship, and after the sounc1ing had been taken we steamed away from the

point to a distance of a few miles. The net was then let clown while the ship slowly steerecl

back to the sounding place. The choice of th e starting point naturally depencled upon wind

and current ancl ""'upon th e approximate speed of the ship during the letting out of the rape,

.and the length of tim e it would require to rea ch the bottom.

In the A rchipelag o th e constan cy of th e currents ca nnot ln the least be relied upon,

because it is dependent upon tidal currents of which very littl e is known , and which so rnetimes

are very strong. Changes in th e current, taking place aft er the rope is let down or while the

dredging is in operation, often have a most und esirable influence . For apart from th e possibility

of thenetreaëhing .the bottom at a different depth than had been calculated upon, it may

happen that the course fixed up on is no longer favorable to th e free play of the l'ope. The

.speed of the ship also may become considerably faster or slower th an arranged for, according

to the variation of the current. These circumstances may cau se the net to tear, or to be kept

floating i they may also spoil the dredging, not sufficient area of ground being covered. !twill

therefore be seen how important it is that the position and the actual course and speed of the

ship over the ground should· be controlled as accurately as possible. In many cases we did so

successfully by use of the sextant, by constantly verifying the modifications in the angles of

suitably chosen points while the net was being paid out or drawn in.
SIBOGA-EXPEDITIE li. 2
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As already mentioned the swmgll1g boom was always carried on the starboard side, as

the arrangement of the awning did Ilot permit of it being' constantly changed about. It was

proved however that on account of the variableness of the currents in th e Archipelago, it would be

advisable to be able to draw the net from either port or starboard. For not only must the rape

swing clear of the ship, but th e net should also be kept in the direction of the shallower rather

than of th e deep er water, which direction may be judged fairl y accurately in the Archipelago.

When the boom is only fitted for one side it is not always possible to com ply with both these

demands. As a rule the course steered when dredging was such that the current met th e ship

on the starboardquarter. The trawling was always done with the ship steaming ah ead, as this

insured a steady course, the free play of the rope, an d the covering of a good distance.

When dredging near th e coast and reefs, stee p inclines were of frequent occurrence, and

it was found that owing to th e nature of the bottom on th ose inclines, the ground nets ·often

ran great risk of being tom or caught. When dredging or trawling in such neighbourhoods

it is therefore always advisabl e to drag th e net only ove r sho rt distances at a time, and bring

the ship carefully over th e place where the net lies , and when this is lifted from the bottom

and during th e process of hauling it in, th e ship should st eam slowly back into deeper water.

The nature of the bottom in th e Archipelago , puts a g reat strain upon the nets. In

shalIow water and at moderate depths coralsand is frequently found. A t g reate r depths the

ground is often rocky, with bould ers and pumice-stone , while at all dep ths fair sized tree trunks

are to be found which naturally play havoc with the nets.

Final1 y the mud, even that found at the g rea tes t depths, is genera lly far more tenacious

than that found in th e open seas owing to it consisting almost exclusively of calcareous or silicious

rernains of former living organisms. \Vhere th is kind of sediments is round in the Archipelago it

is always mixed with a considerable amount of other elements, chiefl y mineral, originating from the

coast. Such terrigenous sediments ar e cha racte rised by th eir tenacity and consequently the mud passes

with difficulty through th e mashes of the net s. Sometimes the net becomes fil1ed with mud in a very

short time, and this involves not only the risk of the net being brok en, but th e accumulated soil

keeps the mouth of the net open , allowing th e anirnals which are caught to easily escape again.

Bearing in mind therefore the nature of the sea-bot to m in th ese parts, it is of the utmost

importance to sec that th e net s a rc in good condition, and also ta avoid pa ying out too great

a length of rope, sa as ta obviate as far as possible the too rapid fil1ing of the net.

On th e other hand there is the danger of th e net not reaching the bottorn, and

whether it has actual1y touched th e g round or not , is not always eas)' to ascertain. Neither the

indicator of the dyn am ornet er, nor th e feel of the hand, nor even th e slant of th e rope are

sufficiently definite indications, in the case of very great depths. With regard to the first of

these it has happened that the dynamometer showed no sign of the bottom having been reached,

and yet th e net afterwards proved to have dredged weIl. A s for the second, it has been noticed

that with a great length of rope paid out, the vibration of the rope with floating .net can not

be distinguished from its motion when drec1ging at a great depth over level .and soft ground.

Perhaps in such cases th e slant of the rope, controlled according to the directions of

TA~~ER is the most reliable indicator as to whether the bottom has been reached, provided
-:
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al ways that the depth has not perceptibly increased, and that no special influences of current

have been at work.

Almost all our trawlings or dredgings were preceded by a sounding. The various depths

indicated on the charts were not often trusted to. In the East-Indian Archipelago it is never

very safe to do so , unless there a re reliable landmarks, by which th e soundings of earlier and

later dates ca n be localised beyond dispute. O wing to the many inaccuracies in existing charts

and the unavoidable incorrectness of localisation arising therefrom, it is quite within the range

of possibility to imagine that on e has reached the point where a previous sounding was taken,

while in reality one has come to quite another place; and a difference of a few miles may

make a great difference in the depth of the sea floor. As an exarnple we may take Station l'li 1),
were a depth of 1633 metres was regi st ered only three miles away from th e pla ce , where the

chart registered 121 1 metres of mud floor , the depth during th e c1rec1ging th erefor e, gradually

decreased to 1300 metres. This place also brought some cur ious sedime nts to light.

The Station 271 , situa ted immediately W est of th e Aru islands ma)' serve as an example

of a dredging in whi ch th e indications of th e chart were followed with g ood results. \Ve steamed

from our sounding place, where wé had found a depth of 1788 metres, in an E . N. E. direction,

steering towards the point where the " Challe nger" hac1 founc1 a depth of 1536 metres. The rope

was stopped at 22 40 metres and the net touched ground at a depth of about 1600 metres.

When the dredging was concluded the depth had decreased to 15 20 metres.

The g rea test depth at whi ch a successful haul was made, wa s registered at 4391 metres

(6 November, Station 223). About 800 kilogrammes of mud were broug ht to th e surface. It

was a heavy strain on th e ca ps tan, but on the whole the operation was successfu1. One of the

booms of the trawl, a tube 2
1/+inch in diameter of 6 millimetres thickness of metal was entirely

collapsed and split owin g to the enormous pressure of the water. This was caused by the tube

being air- and water-tight with iron caps fixed on the ends.

The large vertical nets were also worked from the c1rec1g e-rope. To insure their going

straight down to the bottorn, the lower part, below th e reservoir was weighted with a ballast

of 20 kilogrammes, and just above th e swiv el j oint a weight of 3 0 kilogrammes was fastened

to the rope. The letting out of th os e nets was at a rate of from 30 to 3 2 metres, the hauling

in at a rate of 15 or 16 metres pel' minute. At moderate depths we fished sometimes with the

vertical net, which was provided with an electric lamp connected with tl~e ship 's conductor.

The quantitative Plankton-net was worked by th e rope of the depth registerer, on the

poop of th e ship .

F or the fishin g with closed nets we used our L e I3lanc sounding -machine . It was provided

for this purpose with a separa te h eavier barrel round which 60 0 metres of steel rope of 6

millimetres diameter was wound. A s the weight of this rope was so much greater than that of

the sounding line, two stronger springs were added to the stopper to be used with this rope. But

as the constant changing about of the springs was awkward, the necessary extra pressure on the

footreel was procured in a much simpler manner by a handspike pressing on the lever of the reel.

t) For stations see List of stations in : Siboga-Expeditie 1. MAX WEBEIl : Introduction et description de l'expédition.
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.For- thé' study of , intermediate depths the F owler-net was always used. A lead of

3 kilogrammes was suspended from the horizontal axle of the closing apparatus, ' to prevent

the gauzenet from heing forced up too much, during the letting down of the net, andthus not

keeping clear of the apparatus.

The drop weights of the F owler net were found to fall respectively at the rate. of

0.5 metres pel' second (for the large weight of 16 Engl. lbs), and 1.0 metre pel' second (for

the small weight 4 Engl. lbs). 'H ENSEN'S horizontal cylind er was often used. It was towed aft

by an ordinary l'ope. 'vVe slowed down when lowering it or hauling it up, but while working

we had a speed of from 3 ta 8 miles. The depth at which this net was dragged, could be

controlled to sorne extent by the positi on of the tow rape .a nd by regulating its length.

REMARKS O~ THE USE O F DEEP-SEA THERMGMETERS.

The use of the deep-sea thermometers with which H. M. "Siboga" was equipped showed

sorne peculiarities which it ma y be of interest to note. While working with Negretti and Zambra

reversing frame, made at Copenhagen, attached to the sounding line it happened occasionally

that although the frame reversed correctly, the thermometer registered a temperature (26° .2 C.)

which could not possibly be correct for the depth to which the thermometer had been lowered

(fully 2600 metres, and an other time 4000 metres in the Ceram Sea).

As it was absolutely certain that the instrument had had a continually descending

motion from the surface to the required depth, a nd as the thermometer acted qui te correctly

both before and after the experiment, there is but one way to account for th e untimely reversing

of the frame . The sounding rope which was spun with a lefthanded twist being weighted with

leadballast and th errnorneter, together amounting to 30 kilogrammes, ma y on going down

experience a revolving motion due either to the natural untwi sting of th e line or to the screw

like action of th e twisted wire of the line in passing through th e water, the water acting as

a nut. Now seing that the pitch of th e small screw propeller of the reversing frame is also

righthanded it is clear that if the fram e revolve s faster th an the speed due to the pitch of the

screw the result will be that th e frame will ove rtake the propeller and cause the safety pin to

be unscrewed and the thermometer to be untimely rel eased.

The screwthread of the reversing frame is righthanded. If the fram e had only a down

ward ' motion the loosenin g of th e screw would be imp ossible on account of the waterresistance,

but the revolv ing of the fram e upwards, will cause the screw in the frame to turn downwards,

i. e. unscrew, because the wing of the fan of the screw, furthest away from the wire feels the

effect of the swinging most acutely. N ow if the influence of the revolution caused by the friction

of the wire, is greater than that of the friction of the descent, it is clear that the screw must

release the frame which consequently reverses.

It must also be borne in mind that at the beginning of operations th~ rate of descent

IS comparatively slow, while the rate of revolution may be very considerable, andthat the
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screws of the reversing frames needed but 2 or 3 turns to release their hold . Probably III the

case here referred to the frame reversed at a depth of from 30 to 50 metres.

A fter this occurrence, and after the above explanation had been found for it, piano

wire was substituted, when both °frame and thermometer at once did their work properly. But

now another difficulty arose, no less serious than the form er, which also had its oris-in in the
b

construction of the reversing frame, and which was not found out, until the frame had been

used severa l times, and after the loss of a lead and a thermometer.

A sounding was made with a Negretti and Zarnbra fram e. The obj ect being merely to

ascertain whether th e depth averaged 2000 metres, and the wire broke when the thermometer

had been brought up to within 15 metres of th e surface. A careful examination of the broken

end of the wire showed that it was twisted off by :a lefthanded revolution.

The explanation of this accident can only be found in th e fact that the screw of the

reversing frame, being released when the hauling up commences, is afterwards locked, and

continues so during the remainder of th e ascent with the result that frame , wire, and lead

assume a lefthand re volving moti on, due to the reaction of the propeller on the frame.

At first the twists are divided over the en tire length of the wire. But when the lead

has come nearer to the surface, and the speed of heaving in the wire is graduaIly reduced for

the sake of safety, the twists in the wire , which has now becom e quite short, increase rapidly,

as the lead continues revolving, presuming that the weights ha ve not been dropped , the wire

eventually becoming twisted to such an extent as to prove fatal to the weakest point in the

line, °i. e. that portion of it which is fasten ed and hidden in th e splice, and hence cannot be

kept un der regular control. H ere it was th at the break age occurred.

A careful consideration of the ca uses of th ese two accidents led to the foIlowing conclusions.

1. When using a twisted ° wire-line for reversing th ermometers on the Negretti and

Zambra system a righthanded scre w sho uld have a righthand-twisted line , and a Iefthanded screw

a lefthand-twisted line. This matter sh ould be- attended to when th e instrument is constructed .

If circumstances do not permit of thi s it is urgently necessary that the speed of descent should

be and r ernain g rea t from the mom ent that the th ermometer touches the water. Any hitch in

the working of the sounding machine might cause the untimely rever sing of the thermometer.

At aIl events it is de sirable that th e screw should not be able to release its hold too quickly,

certainly not tiIl after several turns, and over a considerable distance. This can cause no

appreciable difference in the registration of temperatures at great depths.

The reversing fram e might also be irnproved, by an arrangement which would insure

the screw's acting only with an upw ard motion regardless of revolutions clue to the twistings

of the line. This might be done by introducing a smaIl horizontal hinged-plate, .which when

the frame is at rest would act as °a catch on one of the screw blades, and which could only

be forced out of position bythe pressure of the water when the frame has an upward motion.

2. It is a great mistake to lock the screw in the reversing frame after it has been

unscrewed in the hauling up; th e screw should be able to continue to turn loosely, in the same

manner as IS done for instance in the waterbottle with thermometer, system PETTERSSON.
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REMARKS ON THE LE BLANC-SOUNDING MACHINE AND ITS USE.

D escription, of the machine.

Referring to the illustrations (F ig . 7, 8, 9) it will be seen that the machine consists of

two vertical frame plates firmly connected together by staybolts and angle irons a~d fixed on

the deck. The vertical frameplates carry a shaft B on which is keyed the winding drum C.

The shaft projects on the left-side and carries the pawl wheel E and the wire drum D. The

wire drum is fixed on a separate bo ss in such a manner th at it can easily be withdrawn and

replaced by another. The pawl wheel E and the wire dru m D are both free to revolve on

the' shaft. The ex te rnal diameter of the wire drum with out the line is slightly larger than that

of the capstan.

The extre rne end of the shaft B carries a coiled spring G which can be compressed

by the adjust ing wheel F again st the loose bo ss that carries th e wire-drum D . By means of

the spring this boss is pr essed ag ainst th e pawl disc E , which in its turn is pressed against

the Range /-1, both sides of the pawl dise E being fitte d with leather rings to increase the

friction . A pawl, which is carried on th e frame plate works int o the pawl teeth of the dise E

and prevents it from revolvin g when th e line is being payed out .

By thi s arrangement it will be seen that owing to the friction coupling th e winding

drum and th e wire drum, although rev olving in the dir ection, will not necessary revolve at the

same speed.

When winding in the line th e difference in sp eed is in direct proportion to th e diameters

of the drums. The speed at th e periphery being kept equal by the line passin g over both

drums. This lias the result of keeping the line taught between the one drum and the other

to the extent of the force required to cause th e wire drurn to slip between th e leather collars.

The wire drurn is fitt ed with a portable handle I ( to work it by hand wh en required.

Below the winding drum th e g uide pull ey L is slung be tween two links .!JE. These links

allow it a certa in am ount of vertica l motion , which is resist ed by the two spring s coiled round

the vertical rods S. These rods pass through th e crosspiece Q and are connec ted together by

a crosshead to which the brakeband A is attached. The othe r end of th e brakeband is held

by the nut 0 adjustable by th e handwheel JV and the scre w P. The brake-band consists of

a steel strip lined with wood . In front of the winding drum th er e is an other pull ey V which

drives the counte r T The pointer of this counter is adjustable .

At the front of the machine there is a verticalerection IJ carrying at the top the

double pulley Z in which is suspended the ballast-scale TF fitted with guide rollers bb, working

in two suitable channels. The upper part of the scale, carrying the pulley Z, is eonnectecl. by

means of a dynamorneter d with the lower part, which in its turn is conneeted to the baseplate

by means of a eoiled spring working in the eylinder a.

A number of east-iron dises is supplied wherewith the weight in the seale ean be adjusted.



On the righthand side of the machine

there is a small single-cylinder steam-engine

with flywheel c and shaft h fitted with the

sliding .pinion e, which drives the winding

drum C by means of the toothwheel g.

At the back of the machine there

is a light revolving Davit 1 carrying the

guidepulley 1Z.

The Davit can be adjusted with the

handle P.

The lower part of the guidepulley

L runs in a small sheet-iron tank, not

shown in the engraving.

The necessary oiling arrangements IJ
are fitted where required.

RztJZ 01 the sOlt1ldiJzg-liJZe.

This line consist of steelwire

0.9 mm. diameter and is wound on

the wire drum. From here it runs

over the top-guide-pulley 1Z to the

winding-drum over which it is passed

five turns, from there over

the guide-pulley L to the

counter pulle)' U and upper

double pulley Z, from there

to Z', upwards again to the

double pulley Z and from

there to a Davit and over

board.

The whole apparatus

was placed on the extreme

port side of the bridge.

The outer Davit was fixed

to the fixed shield-plate of

the 3.7 cm. gun.

The sounding~
lead is attached to .

the wire by a light 0
ground line of about -

Fig. 7.

c

IJ SIX metres long. At the

upper end of this ground

line there is a smalllead

weight of two to · three

kilograms. This ground

line and auxiliary weight

is ta prevent kinks taking

place in the wire, which

is very apt to OCCUl- and

to cause the breakage

of the line.

Experience proved

that a length of six metres

'J for the groundline works

weIl.

K

F

G

J1f a1l ijmla fion

alld 'WorkiJZg 01 the

machine.

a. when sounding.

Three attend

ants are required viz :

n" 1 for the manipu

~ lation of the wire

r:3...1 drurn and the ad
;j justing wheel Fi n? 2

for the manipulation
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and automatically stopping the machine, this being the sign that the lead has struck the ground.

Before however the machine has stopped there will be a certain amount of wire paid

out, from the time that the lead strikes the ground, and th is slack is taken up by the scale in

its descent. At the same time the attendant presses the wire drum firmly against the friction

dise, and compresses the coil spring G with the adjusting wheel F.

The counter can now be read off, g iving the depth in metres if the wire is vertical. It

should here be noti ced that during the paying out of the rope the adj usting wheel F is at

rest. A point to which special attention should be paid is that th e tightening of the wiredrum

serves also to regulate th e tension of the rope between the wiredrum and the winding-drum,

thus preventing th e wire from flying out of the top-guide-pulley and getting damaged. The

man attencling to this has therefore to ke ep a sharp look-out that the scale does not strike the

stops, which would cause a c1angeraus jerk in the wire. The man at th e brake regulates it and

takes care that the wire is wounc1 fairly on the drurn with out th e strands overlapping one another.

It was found that even with a well oiled winding-drum the rope would sometimes run

up the high sic1e of the drurn and sudde nly shift back to the mic1c1le thereby causing a momentary

slack in the rope and a jerky moti on of the brake, consequently an unregular paying out of

the wire. To remedy this fault an iron lev er was fitted and fixed to th e machine which forced

the wire to keep in the centre of the c1rum during th e winding.

While sounding, thi s lever was put to the left and when hauling in, to the right of the

coils and it an swered very weIl. Of course the proper adjustment of the brake as weIl as the

required weights in th e scal e a re matters which ca n only be found by experience.

To finc1 the speed of run it is only necessary to observe in what time a certain length,

say 100 metres, is payed out. E xp erience soon teaches this to be done by sight.

The Le Blanc ma chine requires a rather heavy leac1 on account of the comparatively

great friction which has to be overcome. E speciall y when a g reat depth is anticipated it is

advisable to have a heavy leac1 , because othe rwise th e am ount of rape run out would take up

too great a proportion of the tot al tension and reduce the chance of the machine being stopped

automatically, especially with a slig ht pitching of the ship , for it must be born in mind that the

sinker of th e stray line must ne ver be allowed to strike the bottom for in that event the line

kinks and break s, on being haulec1 in.

F or th e same reason a weight of 25 kilogrammes is but scarcely sufficient to overcome

the friction of the machine in case waterbottle and thermometers have been attached to the

lead itself.

Before beginning to sounc1 the machine shoulc1 be oiled anc1 the indicator set to the

depth at which the lead is suspendec1 below the surface of the water. It should be ascertained

that the pointer of the indicator is tightly fixed on its spin dIe to prevent faIse indications. ·

b. When hauling in the line.

Besides the three persons, above referred to, two more assistants are needed to attend

to the oiling of the wire with oiled rags held in their hand. As soon as the . Iead reaches the

bottom and the register is read off, the brake and the friction adjusting wheel are released and
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the winding-drum is worked round a few revolutions untiII the lead is lifted off the bottom.

This will usually cause the scale to be raised and remain suspended unless the depth is insuf

ficient. Should the scale however remain tightly pressing against the upper stops, the probability

is that the weights have not been dropped. To accomplice this the lead is then lifted up about

15 or 20 metres and lowered once more. If however the bOtt0111 is of a soft muddy nature

even this will not accomplish it because the weights will sink in the 111ud and the decrease in

tension will not take place suddenly enough. The slow descent of the scale will indicate this.

If the bottom is hard the scale will sink abruptly and then the adjusting wheel has to

be screwed up sharply ta prevent the wire from slipping out of the top pulley.

In case of soft muddy ground however the brake acts before sufficient slack is given

to the l'ope to detatch the slip block from the lead (or as in case of the SIGSBEE lead to work

the sliphook). The slipblock of the Le Blanc lead is fairly Iight and with the weights resting on

the soft ground there is scarcely sufficient power to pull it down farther. If the waterlayers

through which the wire passes have different currents a certain tension is mantained in the

rope which prevent the slipping apparatus from working properly. In this case the only chance

of dropping the weights is as follows.

About twenty five metres of line is hauled in either by hand or by steam, sorne-one

stands on the ballastscale to keep it right down, the line is now paid out again at the normal

speed but a few metres more are allowed as saon as the lead has touched the ground, this is

observable by the reduced speed of the line, the less amount of tension as weIl as the indications

of the counter. The brake can be somewhat loosened during this operation.

The stray-line and slipblock are now free to sink lower, even should the lead and weights

have already entered the mud.

N ow, provided the strops with which the weights are attached to the lead are not too

stiff and not too tightly fixed, both lead and weights will detach themselves from the slipblocks

and remain behind when the wire is hauled in.

As soon as the lead strikes ground the winch is started to run free i after the lead has

been lifted by hand and the weights slipped, the winch is put into gear and the line hauled

in with the scale heavely weighted. In storrny weather the scale must however not be weighted

quite down i if the sea is rough it is better that the scale balances below the centre and prevents

it from striking the upper stops by hand.

With a lead of 15 kilogrammes or less , 75 or 80 metres per minute was found to be

a suitable speed.

When hauling in the line, the brake is set entirely loose.

The adjusting-wheel should be set to keep a moderate tension between the two drums.

Too much tension might damage the wiredrum i too little tension is apt to lead to

irregularities in the winding. The result of this being that at the next sounding the wire may

leap out of the top-guide-pulley.

Neat and regular winding is a very important point.

During the hauling in of the wire it is passed through an oiled leather held in the right

hand i while the left hand works the adjusting wheel.

... ..
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This wheel is apt to work loose owing to the vibration of the machine to be observed

by the reduced tension in the wire . To prevent this taking place it IS advisable not to oil the

adjusting screw but simply to keep it free of rust.

During the hauling in the action of dise and other parts is as fo11ows.

On screwing .up the adjusting-wheel the friction is increased between the dise and cylinder

which carries the wiredrum. Now seeing that the circumference of this drum is somewhat

greater than that of the winding-drum and that it increases with the amount of wire wound

on it, it necessarily must slip, due to the amount of difference in circumference with that of

the winding-clrum ancl the tension of the wire between these two drums is regulated by the

amount of friction between them.

When the indicator shows that the leacl IS near the surface, the speed is reduced or

the winch stopped and the l'est clone by hand, although after long practice it is possible . to

use the winch to the very last. In which case the stearn is shut off when there is about

20 metres of wire out and the accumulated power in the flywheel does the l'est. At the

proper moment the brake is appliecl and the flywheel stopped by hand. The lead is th en hauled

on board.

During the hauling in the weights on the scale are gradually reduced unless the ship

IS rolling heavily as it is then better to leave them on and keep a sharp look-out on the

position of the scale.

With single wire the indicator returns very nearly to zero but with a spun line there

is usually a certain amount of stretching. It is always advisable not to trust entirely to the

indications of the counter but to watch the line as weIl and give direct warning should the

weight unexpectedly appear before its time. In this case it is of advantage that the ship be

steaming ahead as the amount of wire in view is then increased.

Tite sounding FVire.

On the Siboga the wire usecl was 0.9 millimeter diameter manufactured by FELTEN &

GUILLAUME of Mühlheim on the Rhein. The breaking strength was between 150 and 18o kilo

grammes, it is however aclvisable not to put a greater strain upon it than one half of this or

say a maximum of 90 kilogrammes.

Thousand metres of this wrre weigh 5.1 kilogrammes and cost f 16.21.

The original supply was one roll of 6000 metres and one of 9000 metres but later on

another roll of 5000 metres was supplied.

The souncling machine had one drum which could carry 10000 metres of this wire and

another drum that could take 9000 metres of twisted wire.

.To wind the wire from the wooden reels on which it IS sold on to the wiredrum,
the reel IS placed on a horizontal shaft at sorne distance from the machine. The end of

the wire IS wound five turns round the winding-drum, then passed over the top guide pulley

on to the wire drum. The steam winch .is started and the proper tension put on by the
adjusting-wheel.
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drums, which undoubtedly

mixed with the zinc-oxyde

The Soltlldillg .·leads .

The sounding-machine had two deep-sea leads with cocks

(sondeur à clef du PRINCE DE MONACO Fig. 10). One of thèse was

lost at the beginning and the other at the end of the voyage.

The cock-lead consists of a fairly heavy . hollow gunmetal tube increased in ,diameter at the

lower end to hold the cock. The inner diameter of the tube is 50 millimeters. Above the cock

The .wire of 6000 metres had one joint and that of 9000 metres had two joints made

according to TANNER'S system 1). When the splices were passing the winch was slowered to

allow them to be carefully inspected and special care was taken to prevent damage to them.

Besides this single wire galvanised steel rope was used consisting of 7 wires of 0.55

millimetres giving a total diameter of 1.65 millimeter. This wire supplied by the saine makers

weighed 13.75 kilogramme and costs f 2 1.- per thousand metres. The breaking-strength is

somewhat less than the single wire of 0 .9 millimetre. 9000 meters of this rope was wound

on a special drum of larger diameter. The rernoval of the drums on and off the sounding

machine was easily done. The heavy drums were assisted by the david and tackle block.

The wire rope was originally supplied in one length without any splices. The advantages

and drawbacks of the two kinds of wire are the following. The single piano-wire is lighter,

stronger and more durable as lon g as it does not kink and it .gives less resistance in the water

but the chances of kinking and loss of sounding apparatus are greater. The l'ope does not

kink so easily and even then does not break. On the other hand it sometimes happens that

one of the wires breaks, causing damage and delay as In this case the rope has to be eut

and spliced.

It also takes up much more plankton, carrying it on to the

is apt to cause rusting and thus lessen, its durability. This plankton

of the wire adheres in a strong layer on to the pulleys and drums,

causing considerable friction and irr egular running.

There is alsa a danger of th e assistants who let the wrre

pass through the oiled rags held in their hands, getting hurt by

loose pieces of wire which may pierce the rags. In their hands.

As soon as they feel any loose wire the machine IS stopped and

the wire repaired.

The splicing of the wire IS performed in the same manner

as ordinary rope. Only that the ends of the wires are not all cut

off at the same distance this gives a more graduaI increase in

thickness to . the splice. The splice is then about 200 millimeters

long and is wound over with fine wire the ends of which are

carefully buried in the rope.

1) See J. S. TANNER. Deep-Sea Exploration. Bull. U. S. Fish-Commissicn, XVI. Washington 1897•
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the one side of the cylinder is eut away over a length of 250 millimetres. Around this part

revolves another thin tube or covering plate similarly cut away so that by turning this round,

the opening can be opened or closed. For further protection an iron tubeis passed over both

and held in place by a screw. The external diameter of this iron tube is the same as that ot

the cock shell namely 103 millimetres.

The upper part of the gunmetal tube is of smaller diameter and provided with two

slots,which determine the amount of movement allowecl to the wrought-iron tube or slip-boIt.

The slip-boIt has two notches which project beyond the gunmetal tube when the lead

IS suspendecl in the position of descending. On to the projections formed by these notches the

slings of the ballast-weights are slung.

The stray-line is loopecl to the link on the slip-boIt. When the lead has reached the

bottorn, both ballast-weights and .slip-bolt continue to descend; this slips the slings of the ballast

weights out of the notches, allowing them ancl the weights to fall off. As the leacl is hauled

up and the weights slip right off, the cock is shut.

The weight of the sounding leacl is 15 kilogrammes.

Besicles this type others were used, of simpler and lighter construction and fitted with

butterfly valves for bringing up the bottom soil. For instance, a very effective deeplead was

made from a piece of boilertube. For shallow depths an ordinary lead of 25 kilogrammes

weight was used. This weight was found scarcely sufficient. There were further on board two

SIGSBEE'S leads with a conical valve. The slipping arrangement was also of a special construction.

The bottom part can be unscrewecl to rem ove the mud that has been dredged. The external

diameter of the cylinder is 65 millimetres and the weight 2.7 kilogram.

The ballast-weights used were cast iron cylinclrical and spherical rings, with a hole of

115 millimeter diameter. The weight of the cylindrical ones was 9.25 kilogram and that of the

half spherical ones 13.25 kilogram.

To be able to use these same weights with the SIGSBEE leads, additional bushes were

used of 110 millimetres exterior cliameter with a hole of 64 millimetres and they weighed

7.75 kilogram.

In case of need any kind of weights may be employed such as projectiles, pieces of iron,

tins of sand etc.

It is advisable always to hang them symm etrically to insure a vertical descent.

If the bottom specimen is for scientific use th e cock lead is preferable, especially 111

muddy ground, because the hollow tube of the cocklead brings up on undisturbed cylindrical

bottom specimen in which the clifferent layers of soil are exposed in their natural succession.

The only objection is that if the ground is hard or the cock fails to work it brings up nothing.

The SIGSBEE lead has the advantage of being light, although being made of copper it

IS apt to get damaged on stony ground. The chances of the slip arrangement not working

w~en muddy ground is encountered, is about the same as with the other type. How to relieve

the strain in the rope in such an event has already been explained.

,
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REMARKS CONCERNING SOUNDING 'WITH' THE LE BLANC-MACHINE.

In addition to the directions given above, the following deserve consideration. A too

sudden descent of the weighted scale should be avoided as much as possible, because it might

cause asudden slack between the wire drum and the winding drum. At the same time the

movement of the scale should not be interfered with to much as its descent and the succeeding

automatic stopping of the machine is the sign that the bottom has been reached, and it is most

important that this should be accurately noted.

Especially in the case of a great depth when the rope is heavily weighted and the

weight perhaps increased with thermometers, mistakes are easily made when there is a slight

heaving of the ship.

It is also possible for the machine to be automatically stopped before the bottom is

reached, simply on account of the motion of the ship. With the next heave of the ship the

rope will recover itself, loosen the brake and start the machine again, unless under the im

pression that the bottom has been reached, the brake has been tightened. In this case there

is a danger of the wire breaking, on the scale being lifted up and striking the upper stop

unless the attendant loosenes the brake in time.

If at a greath depth and through the additional weight of waterbottles and therrno

meters, the friction under water is great and the decrease in weight on the lead, reaching the

bottom is relatively small, the chances are that in a high sea the apparatus, on reaching the

bottom will behave in the same way as mentioned above. It will then be very doubtful whether

the bottom has been reached or not. Should the scale remain down, even although the

machine starts working again then it is a sure proof that the bottom has been reached and

111 that case the wire should be hauled in somewhat.

If the lead is sticking to the mud the scale wil be lifted. Should the scale fall and

remain hanging half way, than this proves that the lead is off the ground and the ballast

weights dropped. Should the tension in the wire be appreciably reduced but the scale remain

up, then the lead is off the ground (or out of the mud), but it is not certain whether the

weights are dropped. If it requires much exertion to pull the scale down then it is probable

that the weights are not slipped.
The different currents of the upper and lower water layers or the drifting of the ship

by side-wind can increase the uncertainty of the ground being reached. In both cases and

especially when the ship is rolling, even although the lead has reached the ground, the tension

in the wire which is hanging in a bend can suddenly be sufficiently increased to restart the

winch and to lift the scale. In this case there is every chance that the wire is allowed to run

out under the impression that the ground has not been reached and thus cause the kinking

and breaking of the wire.
From these remarks it will be seen that it is always advisable to use a heavy lead,

when sounding in great depths with a heaving ship. The indication that ground is reached will
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be more distinct and for this same reason the twisted wire reqUlres a heavier weight than the

single wire.

F or more than one reason it is necessary that a vertical position of the wire close .to

the ship should be maintained. In the first place to obtain a correct depth by the counter.

In the second place for the better working of th e upper part of the wire. To make this clear

it should be observed that a true vertical position of the wire is onl y possible if the ship is

lying absolutely still as the whole mass of water in which the ship, wire and lead happen to be.

As a .rule this is not the case and owing to the different motions in the water the wire will be

bent ev en although the upper end of the wire remains vertical. The indications on the counter

will therefore al ways be more than the actual depth and it is impossible even to guess to what

extent. In general it can be acce pted that the fault is of no consequence when piano wire is used.

UPKEEP OF THE SOUNDING MACHINE.

The sounding machine should be kept in good condition, weIl cleaned and oiled. The

sounding wire which is being used should be weIl dri ed by passing it through rag, and oiled

by passing it through a second .rag . The oil re servoir under the lower guiding pulley was

seldom used. The orig inal sha pe of this reser voir proved to be unpractical. The oil being thrown

out by the action of the pull ey in a very short tim e ev en after the addition of vertical plates

to the front and bad: of th e reservoir to prevent th e oil being thrown out. The wire carries

so much oil with it that on reaching th e winding-drum gets thrown about and lost.

Experience tought th at by the use of a dry and oiled rag, the oil being used being

mineral, the wire could be kept in a g ood condition. A fter a whole year's use the piano wire

showed no signs of wear. Even th e twisted wire showed littIe or no signs of rust although

several times some of the wires got br oken.

New piano wire should be stored in a dry place and packed in water-tight oiled paper.

From time to time the wire should be inspected any signs of rust amoved and oiled afresh.

Wire which had been used in the machine was store d in thi s manner with good results only

with an occasional oiling.

THE MANOEUVRI NG O F THE VESSEL WHEN SOUNDING.

While sounding the object was al ways to keep the line vertical.

In many instances the direction and the approximate force of the currentcouldbe

e~timated fairly accurately.

Bearing these points in mind and taking into account the probable drifting to beexpected,

the ship was brought in a direction 50 as to minimise the chances of ' the rope deviating

athwartships and rather to bring the line away from the ship than towards it.



If from previous soundings in the neighbourhood the action of the current was known,

so ùndings were frequently commenced while the ship was moving ahead or astern. If no such
1

information had been obtained the ship, after having been brought to rest in the surface water,

was placed in the proper direction.

As soon as the line showed any deviation from the vertical the ship was manoeuvred
according to circumstances.

One point which could be depended upon and which probably applies to aIl screw

steamers of the ordinary type was, that with the ship lying at rest in the wind, the bow drifted

off and whensteaming astern the stern veered round in the wind.

When only wind and waves influenced the vessel and there was none or very

little current, it appeared as a matter of course to place the ship, at the commencement

of the sounding, almost rigth before the wind, the wind striking the ship a few points on the

sounding side.

'\' orking one screw astern from time to time was then generally sufficient to keep the

rope nearly vertical.

If there was but a slight current and especially when this was in the same direction as

the wind, or if there was but little wind, it was found best to steel' against the current and

keep the l'ope vertical by steaming slowly ahead. It was hereby easier to keep a true course

and to prevent the line passing underneath the ship.

When sounding in the Moluccan Archipelago 111 the east monsoon with a strong wind

and current in nearly the same direction, a speed of 1
1

/ 2 to 2 knots had often to be maintained

in order to keep the line vertical. Under such conditions the ship could not be steered suffi

ciently accurately with the engines working astern to prevent CUITent and wind to come in from

time to time on the wrong bord, causing the line to get badly under the ship.

W orking the screws in opposite directions is only effective in very calm weather. With

the slightest .breeze and any sea running, the ship veeres off and remains in a fixed position,

which most probably was not the one wished for.

Even with the engines working at full speed the desired direction could often not be

obtained. Much labor and steam are then uselessly wasted.

When much line is paid out, manoeuvring the ship on the same spot is of not much

use as the horizontal movement of the wire is too slight in comparison to the length paid out.

For with a strongly slanting long line, the horizontal distance between the ship and the

lead is great and the principal question is evidently to reduce this distance as much as possible,

or in other words, to keep the ship vertically over the sounding lead or to bring it back to

that position.

Perhaps this object may sometimes be obtained by alternately steaming ahead or astern

combined with the necessary changes in the ship's course, but this is an unpractical method,

involving constant manoeuvring and a large consumption of steam, with the line sometimes

trailing forward and sometimes astern. Not only is there a chance of the wire having a very

slanting position at the moment the .Iead touches ground, but the tension in the wire is 50

irregular that the sounding machine works very irregular.
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In order to ascertain what will be the best way to bring back the line to a vertical

position, the first thing to do is to find out, approximately where the lead is with respect ' to

the ship. From observing the deviation itself the influence of current and wind can be estimated ;

this being ascertained the ship is moved towards that point taking in to account the influence

of the current and the wind.

The more accurate the changes of position in the wire are noted and corrected from

the very first, the simpler the man oeuvring required will be, to bring about th e desired result.

When the lead is being hauled in, care should be taken that it does not graze against

the ship's hull or bilge-keels. A slant in the line is than an advantage as it also reduces the

influence of the motion' of the ship on th e line . It is therefore preferable to steam ahead,

during this pr ocess, and if possibl e in th e course to be uItimately followed.

On thi s account the broadside position for sounding is not so suitable as it is not always .

possible to choose th e most favourable course an d the line run s a greater risk of fouling the

ship or propellors.

With the machine stationed on the railing aft, an y course can be steered and the line

runs more free from the outer pulley.

If placed on the bridge, as on the Siboga, it is eas ier to keep watch over the position

of the line and the manouvring of the ship is consequently sirnpler. On account of the great

weight of th e apparatus and the limited space available, it was placed as close as possible to the

ship's side. The bridgedeck was at that point fitted with supports. Where possible it is preferable

to leave sorne space at the front of th e machine, this would greatly facilitate attendance to

the ballastscale.

OBSERVATlü NS REGARDI NG THE SOUNDING MACHINE.

The Le Blanc machine proved very satisfactory on the Siboga. Fractures of the line and

other casuaIties were comparatively few and to sorne extent due to insufficient training.

It is absolutely necessary to have a thorough knowledge of the machine as the automatic

action cannot entirely be relied upon uncler aIl circumstances.

On board of the Siboga ther e was only a brief description of the apparatus giving little

detailed information, so that the skillfu1 handling had to be obtained entirely from careful practice.

The defects of the machin e, which no doubt could be remedied, are the following.

1. The adjusting friction gea r revolves with th e wiredrum-shaft. This is objectionable,

not only because an exact adjustment is difficult, but by the strong vibration there is a great

chance of it working loose. An arrangement in which the principle of adjustment was maintained,

but whereby the handwheel was at rest during the revolving of. the shaft would not increase

the cost very much, but be a great improvement.

2. The single-cylinder engine should be replaced by a three-cylinder triplecrank engme,

. properly balanced, so as to do away with the obj ectionable vibration.

. " ' , '.... .



3. The teethwheels as made, caused such a noise that it was difficult to hear the

commands given. Accurately eut wheels with a true pitch with pinions of raw-hide might

improve this.

4. The steel brake strap is too stiff, probably a strong leather one, also fitted on the

inside with wooden blocks, would do better. The objections to the present arrangement is as

fo11ows. In order to let the line run out at a fairly high speed the strap must be loose. N ow

if through a heave of the ship the tension of the line is slackened, but for an instant, the spiral

springs put the brake on. This is exactly what is intended, but the strap being so stiff it brakes

the machine so much that with the next heave of the ship in the opposite direction, the tension

in the line is suddenly too great.

Of course the brake can be unscrewed, but the result is that the line does not run out

smoothly but with jerks. The scale also works jerky and may strike the stops, causing slack

in the line between the winding drum and the wiredrum. Owing to the former having more

momentum and maintain a more regular rate of revolution than the latter. It therefore gains

upon the winding drum, causing the brake to act too strong.

5. The arrangement of the top- and outer guiding pulley does not offer sufficient security

against the danger of the line getting out and jamming between the sides of the pulley. This

could be improved by fitting proper guides, accurately fitting, round the edges of the pu11eys.

The cock-lead worked quite satisfactory. Its good and bad points III companson with

others have already been mentioned.

During the scientific expedition of H. M. Siboga 181 soundings were made with the

Le Blanc machine of which 129 were more than 2000 metres and 52 less. The greatest depth

reached was 5684 metres. The machine worked weIl throughout, no elefects of any importance

having taken place. The Ranges of the smaller wire-reel were slightly straineel and bent out,

this probably being caused by the tension of the wire being too great on hauling in, and could

easily be avoided.

The screw of the adjusting friction-wheel was worn out. But it was founel that a few

metres of wire could easily be hauled in without the use of this gear. The elynamometer soon

got out of order and even after being repaired was not improved. It was founel that this type

of dynamometer was not proof against the shocks to which the ballastscale was exposed with

a pitching and heaving ship.
It is however of so little practical use that it can safely be dispensed with, the loading

of the scale being a sufficient guide to find the average tension of the rope, always bearing

in mind that the scale itself weighed 18 kilogrammes and when in equilibrium the strain on

the rope is about half the combined weight of the scale and weights together.

During the course of one year, from March 7th 1899 to March l st 1900, when the

soundings above referred to, were made with this machine, the fo11owing list of accidents

occurred.
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Date and depth.

1899. Mareh 22.
122 fathoms.

1899. Mareh 23.
468 fathoms.

1899. April 3.
809 fathoms.

1899. August 9.
459 fathoms.

.1899. Sept. 16.
II r r fathoms.

. 1899. Dee. 3.
2753 fathoms.

1900. Febr. 10.

1442 fathoms.

Accidents.

Pianowire breaks. One eoeklead,
one waterbottlc, one reversing
thermometer lost with 87 metres
of wire.

Stray line of TANNER's lin e
broken. SIGSBEE lead and rever 
sing thermometer lost.

Pianowire broke ; lost: lead of
25 kilogram with reversing ther
mometer.

Waterbottle and re ver sin g
thermometer lost.

W ire broke off at thermometer.
Lead and therrnorneter lost.

The outside attendant's finger
eaught in the pulley and was
eut off.

2600 metres of wire, on e cock
lead and on e re versing therrno
me ter lost.

Cause and remarks.

The lead struek the ground, wire broken
beeause of heave of the ship.

Stray lin e of six strands, probably defective,
broke off sharp .

Since than only double twisted flag-ehord
was used.

W ire run out of top-pulley, kinked and
broke.

Indicator st ill registered 50 metre s when
suddenly the stray line ran into the reel, and
the line broke.

Pointer of indieator had probably slipped.
Outside attendant's warning to stop when he
saw the wei ght of the stray line, was not heard
on account of the nois e of the machine.

"Vire was found to be wrenched off, probably
due to the revolving , caused by the fixed serew
of the re versing fram e.

One of the component strands, whieh was

found to be snapped , caught the hand of the
assistant wh o did not let go his rag in time.
Before the machine eould be stopped his finger
got eut off.

By the rolling of the sh ip the wire got slack
and go t cau ght in the toothwheel of the winch.
As the brake did not act promptly, the winding
drum continued to re volve. The wire being
damaged got broken by the next heave of
the ship.

This last accident showed the desirability of ha ving the wire l'ove through an oblong

eye fixed to the machine just ab ove the point where the wire reaches the winding-drum.

For even should a momentary slack occur in the wire, this would prevent the wrre

leaping off the .drum.

THE LUCAS DEEP SEA SOUNDING-MACHINE SMALL SIZE AS USED ON
BOARD H . M. SIBOGA.

Descriptio« of the machine.
(F ig. II).

This consists of two vertical cast-iron frames BB connected together and carrying between

them the winding-drum A, capable of holding 400 fathoms of 0.9 mm. steel wire.



Fig. II.
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From the upper arms of a curved double lever C is suspended the pulley over which

the sounding wire passes; this pulley is hinged horizontally on the pin R to allow it to follow

the even varying angle of the wire, and serving at the same time as revolution-counter indi

cating the depth. The curved lever C works on two fulcrum-pins a a fixed in the sideframes,

the lower arms of the levers are connected together by à crosspiece I( carrying the adjustable

bolts L, forrning the one end of the brake belt kI, the upper end of this brake belt is attached

to the sliding brake-block N, this too is adjustable by means of the serew with cross-handIes

o working in plate P.
The upper ends of the lever C are eonnected by the crosspieee D, each end of which

carries a spiral spring E, the tension is adjustable by the milled nuts GG.
The wire on its way between the pulley and the drum passes through a forked guide

Q, swivelling on the pin b, this guide is worked by hand and enables the wire to be wound

fair on the drum.

For winding In the wire a hand-gear with double handles IS fitted, this IS uncoupled

when running the line out.

1I1amjm!atioll and workùzg of the 1I1achine.

For sounding with this machine one man only is required. The winding in needs one

or two assistants.

The lead is attached to the wire by means of a stray line of cord weighted at the top,

as IS the case in aIl sounding machines in whieh steel wire is used.

When the lead hangs free, the spiral springs E are extended and the lever C falls forward

until the lower end strikes against the stops, placed on the inside of the sideframes for this

purpose. As the lever falls forward, the brake belt is slackened off the wiredrum, except 'at the

point of the sliding block N. This is screwed tight when the machine is out of use. The

handgear being then also uncoupled. When preparing to sound, the sliding block is gradually

unscrewed until the lead begins to drop , the rate of descent being regulated by hand.

As soon as the lead reaches the bottorn, the strain on the rope decreases, allowing the

spiral springs to contract and raise the lever C, tighten the brake and automatically stopping

the drum. This being a sign that the lead has reached the bottom.

The sliding-block is then screwed up tight and the amount of wire out read off. The

hand-gear is coupled in, the sliding-block released and the line wound in.

One of the assistants works the guide Q and sees that the line is wound evenly on the

drum. When the stray line reaehes the drum, the sliding-block is tightened, the hand-gear

uncoupled, and the lead drawn In.

Remarès on the sounding with the Ëucas-rnac/une.

The line must not be allowed to run out too fast, two fathoms per second IS a good
average speed.
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If not carefuIIy regulated, the drum unwinds at such a rate that the wire, especiaIIy

with a roIIing or pitching ship, looses too much of its tension, this allows the lever to rise and

tighten the brake, causing a sudden decrease in the veering of the rope, consequently the strain

on the rope increases and the brake is slackened again. This goes on repeatedly causing the

lever to rise and fall to no good.

The tension of the spiral springs and correct adjustment of the sliding-block is found

by experience. .taking in consideration the type of sounding lead in use and the amount of wire out.

The adjustment of the brake-belt can remain unalterecl for a considerable time.

Any kind of lead can be used with this machine but as the haulin« in is done by handb ,

it IS desciable to have the lead not heavier than absolutely necessary.

On board of H. M. Siboga we always successfully used an ordinary lead weighing 12

kilogram, fitted with grease, occasionally also a light sliplead. As the indicator registers the

amount of rope out, the line should hang as nearly as possible vertical during the sounding.

With regard to the measures to be taken and the manoeuvring of the ship, the same

remarks apply as those given for the Le Blanc-machine, also to the keeping in repair of the

machine and wire . A loose wooden cover over the machine was found to be a great help to

its preservation.

Observations Oll the mac/une.

The small size Lucas-machine gave every satisfaction.

It was used both on board the ship and in the .boats and was fixed to the end of a

board which facilitated its being placed in position where ever it was wanted. Its usual place

was on the starboardside of the bridge, the board being fastened to the railing and the machine

projecting as far overboard as would insure a vertical drop, weil free of the ship.

A sounding of a hundred fathoms took about five minutes: 50 seconds for dropping the

lead and 4 minutes for hauling it in.

No other accidents occurred than once when the lead jammed and bent the plate-iron

lever, breaking the line. This mishap can be avoided by making the stray line no stronger

th an is necessary to carry the lead safely and raise it from the ground.

It is also advisable to provide the handles on the shaft with setscrews as it h~ppened

that one handle was lost by dropping off.

This machine can be highly recommended for hydrographic work as the sounding, both

at moderate and at great depth, is do ne more vertically and more accurately than with an

ordinary sounding line. .

For ordinary navigation it is inferior to the Thompson-machine as it reqlllres the ship

to be almost at rest during sounding.

F or the vessels in the hydrographic service the small size Lucas machine is the

proper instrument for all soundings over 20 fathoms, for shaIIower depths the ordinary hand

lead is to be preferred as it can be thrown forward and does not require the same reduction

in speed as the automatic machine. If the depth is approximately known and not very great,
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soundings can be made with the Lucas-machine at a moderate speed of ship by placing it In

a high position.

The lead is then carried well forward before it is dropped.

For regular and frequent use in tolerably great depths a position on the stern rail is

desirable, because as soon as the lead is off the ground speed cari be got up and course

steered, thus saving a considerable time.

Carrying the lead forward must however then be dispensed with, unless the machine

stands far enough overboard so that there is no danger of the wire fouling the propellor.
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For arrangement of applz"ances on board H . M . ·Sz·boga see Plate I-III.
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Siboga-ExjJet(itie. II. TVDEMAN Ship and Appliances. .
I.

Dredging Apparatus of H.M. "Siboga".
Scale e ./Bo

A. Accumula tor.
B. Swinginl: boom.
c. D redge.rope.
D . Dynam ometer. -
E . Iron strcp.
F. Bitt.
G. Laboratory.
H. Iro n toprope.
J . Stays,

K. Steamcapstan .
L & !>I. F rictional s toppers,

N. Ste el stopper.

O. Stan d of electric sear ch-light.
P. Ampère.me ter.
Q. Reg ulator of electromotor ,

a , a J 4. Steel blocks.
D. Odomete r,

C, ct. Snn tch blacks .
d, Stee l block with leading ring.

G.

l

c

~,~ .'

.Upperdek with forè-castle

and part of bridge.
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Siboga-Expeditie. II. TYDEMAN Ship and Appliances. II.

Dredging and soundlng Apparatus of H.M. "Siboga".
Scale: ,(do

A. AccumuÎator.
C. Dredge-rope,

. D. Dynamometer,
E. rron strop.
F. Bill .
G Laborn tcry.
K Stea mca pstan.

L . & M. Frictional .stoppers.
R. Le Blanc sounding machine•

a. a. Steel blocks,
b. Od ometer.
c. Sna tch block.
e. Table-steve.



S t'boga-.Expeditt'e. II. TVDEMAN Ship and Appliances. III.

Dredging and sounding Apparatus of H.M. IISiboga".
Scale : J/80

A. Accumulator.
B. Swi nging boom.
C. Dred ge-rope,
r. Bit! .
H. Iron tcprope.
K. Steamcapsta n.
~I. Fric uoual stopper.
Q. Rcgula tor of electro motor.
R. Le Blanc sounding machine.
S. Lucas so unding machine.
T. Platfcrm.
U. Elcctr omol or.
V. Reel.

\\' . Leather belt.
X. Brac ketp lnte ,
Y. Sou nd ing wir e,

Y'. Struy-l inc.
Z. Sc under with weights .
n. Steel block .
d , Steel block with leading ring.
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